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About This Game

Jagged Alliance Back in Action is a contemporary remake of the latest title in the much-loved Jagged Alliance series of turn-
based mercenary-themed strategy games.

Designed from the ground up to offer a modern gaming experience, Back in Action showcases an updated isometric 3D look
and interface, highly detailed character models and a variety of new gameplay features.

Back in Action takes players to the fictitious country of Arulco, where a ruthless dictator has seized power and only a small
group of rebels stand to resist her. Tasked with freeing the island from the dictator’s iron grip, players will command rebel and
mercenary forces while using tactical, diplomatic and economic tools to keep troops supplied and ready for the next flight, all

while commanding them directly in nail-biting battles.

Back in Action’s innovative “plan & go” combat system combines real-time strategy (RTS) with turn-based elements to
guarantee that the intricacies of tactical warfare are rendered in dynamic, exciting gameplay. This challenges would-be

commanders to master not only strategy and tactical combat, but also to maximize their team’s capabilities through RPG-like
character advancement.

Key features:

Unrivaled mix of combat (tactics), roleplay, business and strategy

Innovative “Plan & Go” combat system combines RTS gameplay with turn-based elements
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Realistic war setting with authentic-looking firearms

Laptop/computer menu as a central anchor point for the player

Assemble your own unit of mercenaries from numerous unique mercenaries

Simultaneous control of multiple squads using a strategic map

Convincing characters who interact with and comment on the game events

All the dialog has audio

Acquire resources by capturing mines and encampments
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Title: Jagged Alliance - Back in Action
Genre: RPG, Simulation, Strategy
Developer:
Coreplay GmbH, Bigmoon Studios
Publisher:
THQ Nordic
Franchise:
Jagged Alliance
Release Date: 8 Feb, 2012

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP (SP2), Vista or Windows 7

Processor: Core 2 Duo Processor (1,8 GHz or better) or similar AMD

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Hard Disk Space: 3GB HDD Space

Video Card: Shader 3.0 compatible graphics card (Ati 2600, Geforce 8800 or similar) with 512 MB RAM

Sound: DirectX Compatible Sound Card
Known issues: Visual artifacts could be displayed when using the following visual cards: AMD Radeon HD 6000 or GeForce
8800 GT.

English,German,French,Italian,Russian,Polish,Czech
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I got excited when I saw this game on Steam. I was thinking it would be a cross between OOTP Baseball and NFL Head Coach.
Technically, I guess it was.
I tried to play it for about half an hour before I gave up and requested a refund. The UI was extremely chunky and didn't flow
very well. There was no tutorial and I had to try to find every little thing with no help.
It's probably a cool game if you can figure it out, but it was not what I was looking for. If OOTP would've made this game, I
would've played the crap out of it.. I can only recommend this game to hard core Lode Runner fans who feel they must play
every Lode Runner game. I completed all the levels on the original Apple II version (with the help of save states) but I gave up
after a while with Legacy.

The interface is poor, which is mostly a minor issue. However the game doesn't save which level is a set of levels you have
finished so there is a lot of scrolling involved to get to the next level when you restart the game.

A bigger problem is that some of the levels seem to be more of a chore to finish than an enjoyable challenge. With better level
design this game would be worth playing for every Lode Runner fan.. A pretty chill puzzle game that will take up several hours
of your time, with increasingly more challenging levels as you progress. It makes for a neat little game with mechanics that build
upon each other slowly to keep things interesting the whole way through.. Duration of this game is not worth the cash. If this
game was less than $.79, I may advise getting it; however, at this current form, don't get it.. If you like old school single
character RPGs than Eschalon is exactly what you're looking for. It's 2-D slightly skewed perspective is reminiscent of the later
Ultima games, while the character development is more on par with a Baldur's Gate game, allowing you to choose which skills
and spells to improve as you level. The story is simple but effective, and you consistantly feel there is a purpose to your actions,
propeling you on to the next area or quest. It's simple old school fun in an RPG, and it works. Eschalon Books I and II provide
hours of entertaining gameplay and are recommended for anyone looking for that early 90's feel from an RPG.. The Tape is
short, yes, but a very nice psychological horror experience. The VHS like video effect and fitting creepy music make the
atmosphere really unsettling, in a good way for a horror title. Each little chapter is different with a tiny puzzle you need to figure
out to advance. Nothing too difficult, plus the game has nice checkpoints in case you fail.

If you like to feel uneasy and a bit scared for about an hour, get this game when it's on sale.. That a nice game for enjoy after
work
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Nobody plays it maybe add bot matches. My childhood game :D. Polished visually, completely lacking in refinement. This game
is ultimately a ruse. A mirage. At first glance it's beautiful. Visually, the combination of good graphics and Cel Shading is
stunning. Quickly, however the true gamer realizes the actual gameplay is flawed beyond reproach. Lackluster clunky combat,
an archaic quest system and VERY liminted voice acting make this game mediocre at best. A poor ecuse for an action RPG, and
a poor excuse for either genre, period.

The combat barely passes as a Diablo clone. The camera options, while involved, are seemingly limited, scarring the experience
at every turn. Choose one angle, you'll be doomed to limited view, choose another, you'll be thrust into a pseudo-3d world. Any
camera you choose limits the experience.

Couple this with repetetive combat and repetetive gameplay. I.E. NO puzzle solving, no clickable objects. Basically, you kill,
kill kill, LEVEL up, add stats,. collect loot, KILL some more repeat.

There are some notable points of interest. They have graciously added in their desperate quest to copy Diablo, more options for
loot...you can get yellow, green, blue white AND artifact (brown and rarest) loot types. Beyond this, Silverfall is a hack and
slash nightmare...it will remind you of all the cliches of a game of this genre, while satisfying next to none of those expectations.

Expect the expected with Silverfall. Expect the predictable. Barely worth the price of admission.. This is an Ok HOG. You end
up at a hotel to solve a murder. If we had a ranking system I'd say it gets a 3/5. Buy if it's on sale.. Very poor. recommended for
kids if you want to play csgo
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